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XPG INFAREX K20 Gaming Keyboard
The INFAREX K20 is the ultimate choice for gamers looking for that perfect keyboard.
Its stylish black casing is illuminated with rows of colored lights under the keys, with 11
different types of lighting effects that can be toggled with just one key. What's more,
the INFAREX K20 isn't just for show, its outstanding performance is illustrated by its
ergonomic design, visceral feedback, and outstanding durability—each key has a life
cycle of up to 50 million key presses! Gamers looking for the ultimate keyboard for their
pitched battles need look no further, the INFAREX K20 is the ideal choice!

Mechanical Blue Switches

Complete Anti-Ghosting

The INFAREX K20 is built with mechanical
blue switches, which can withstand up to
50 million key presses. The 50g actuation
force and ergonomic cap designs mean that
users can clearly feel each press, even in
the heat of battle!

The entire INFAREX K20 keyboard has
anti-ghosting capabilities, which means
gamers do not need to worry about signal
conflicts
or
missed
key
presses,
regardless of how many keys they hold
down at once.
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11 Different Lighting Effects

Media Keys

The INFAREX K20 is equipped with 11
different lighting effects, which can be
toggled with a dedicated Mode key based
on the user's preferences. Furthermore,
the speed of the lighting effects can be
adjusted with two additional keys on
either side of the Mode key.

If you want to make quick adjustments to
the music, sound, or other effects in the
middle of a battle, the INFAREX K20 makes
this easy and convenient with built-in media
keys, allowing users to make the necessary
adjustments without having to open any
other programs or apps.

Features

Ordering Information

● 11 lighting mode
● Mechanical blue switches
● Media keys
● Complete Anti-Ghosting

Specifications
● Key Switch: Kailh Mechanical-switch
● LED Effect: 11 Lighting Mode
● Voltage: 4.4-5.5V DC
● Key number: 104
● Key Life: >50,000,000
● Connector: USB type A
● Operating Temperature: 0°C-40°C
● Current: 300mA (MAX)
● Warranty: 1 year

Model Number

EAN Code

75260007

4713218465658

